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Abstract-Lightaiag is a utural hazard which occurs
during thuDderstonn. Dinc:t and indinc:t lightning strikes
can bring bann, injury or death to bumans. It is important
to ensure all electrical components and buildings are being
protected witb tbe suitable protection from dinc:t and
indinc:t ligbtning strikes bazards. Tbe objective of this work
is to provide a risk factor assessmeDt cakulations graphical
user interface to ensure wbetber buildiags required
protectioDs from the dinc:t and iDdinc:t IightniDg strikes.
Tbe cakulatiou of risk assessment will be based on
886651:1999 against dinc:t and indinc:t ligbtning strikes.
Tbe risk assessment cakulated tbeD will detennine whether
certain buildings need protection agaillSt direct lightning
strikes or indirect IigbtniDg strikes or both. Types of
protection were discussed to give an idea wbat type of
protections can be installed to protect bumans, buildings
and equipments from tbe bazards of dinc:t and indinc:t
ligbtning strikes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Lighming strikes define in [I] is a hazard static
electricity accumulated in parts named cell from storm
cloud. Lightning can travel at about 220000 km/h and
approximately can reach the temperature of 30000°C. The
mechanism of lightning strikes is still can be understood
by scientist however the process lightning strikes can be
describe even though certain parts is still not being
explained. Before any lighming strikes occur the cloud is
accumulated with negatives and positives charges. The
upper parts of the cloud are filled with the positives
charge while the lower parts are filled with negatives
charge. The ground has been induced with mostly positive
charges. Lighming start to begin when the lower part that
is much heavier with negative charges creates a "step
leader" to the ground. This process repeats several times
and creates zigzag path to the ground. During this time air
is being ionize with negative charges and creates a
conducting path. When the step leader is close enough to
the ground, strong electric field is created and drives the
positive charges accumulated at the ground to neutralize
the negative charge at the conducting path. The process of
discharge releases a huge amount of energy and is being
called the return stroke. The lightning return stroke is fur
much brighter than the step leader which is the usually
lighming that people see. Current in lightning return
stroke ranges from about 2kA to about 200kA [I]. In [2]

stated that fault that is created by lightning strikes can
generally be classified into two:

i. Direct Strikes - Lightning strikes directly to the
lines or distribution system

ii. Indirect Strikes - Lightning strikes in the vicinity
near the distribution system

The electrification of convective clouds are being
discussed and the lightning phenomena have been
described in [3]. Meanwhile author in [4] stated that
lightning is a transient, high-current discharge whose
path length is measured in kilometers. Observation
process in [5] have been conducted at the Japanese sea
coast to identify the characteristics of winter lightning
can be classified into seven pattern based on the lightning
current wave polarity and duration. Study in [6] is being
attempt to provide the important Characteristics of
lightning electromagnetic pulse (LEMP) to disrupted
with electronic system. Positive and negative cloud-to
ground lightning models are proposed for
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) studies.
Triggered-Lightning experiments have been done by
authors in [7] where rocket-and-wire technique have been
used in order to inject direct lightning strikes at the
lightning protective system of a test house in Florida
Professors in [8] studied to identify the conditions
whether the presence of tall strike object can become a an
agent to increase or decrease lightning-induced voltages
on a nearby overhead wire. Simulation model to
investigate material for grounding by lightning stroke
have been done in [9] and the electromagnetic filed
distribution that is being hit by lightning have been
analyzed. Research in [10, 11] have been conducted
specifically for lightning strikes that occur in tropical
countries. Recently a review paper [12] have been written
to summarize lightning research and lightning protection
that have been published. In Japan [I3J a filed study
observation of lighming strikes pattern that propagates in
residences houses have been done by using lightning
surge waveform detectors.

This paper discussed the calculation of the risk
assessment to decide whether certain buildings need the
protection from lightning or not. Risk assessment is
important to ensure the right type and proper protections
are being installed. It is also crucial for the risk
assessments are being calculated correctly for planning
purposes and avoiding financial loss. Calculations of the










